We present a joint experimental/theoretical investigation into the roles of spatial 28 structure and time in the competition between two pathogens for a single host. We suggest a 29 natural mechanism by which competing pathogens can coexist when host evolution and 30 competitive dynamics occur on similar time scales. Our experimental system consisted of a 31 single bacterial host species and two competing bacteriophage strains grown on agar plates, 32 with serial transfer of samples of the phage population to fresh host populations after each 33 incubation cycle. The experiments included two incubation times and two transfer protocols 34 that either maintained or disrupted the spatial structure of the viruses at each transfer. The same 35 phage acted as the dominant competitor under both transfer protocols. A striking difference 36 between the treatments is that the weak competitor was able to persist in the long-incubation, 37 but not in the short-incubation experiments. Mathematical and experimental evidence suggest 38 that coexistence is due to the appearance of mutant resistant host cells that provide a transient 39 "spatio-temporal refuge" for the weaker competitor. Our mathematical model is individual 40 based and captures the stochastic spatial dynamics down to the level of individual cells. It 41 produced simulations that were consistent with the behavior seen in the experiments and 42 helped to explain the differences in behavior under the different experimental conditions. 43 44 Three of the φX174-resistant/α3-sensitive strains were used in Experiment 3 (below). Each of 128 these strains was derived from an independent culture of E. coli C and each displayed a 129 different colony morphology, suggesting that they have different resistance mechanisms. 130
Introduction 45 46
When evolutionary and ecological dynamics are intertwined, evolutionary outcomes depend on the ecological forces acting on a population. Such is the case, for example, with 48 frequency dependent selection and with viral pathogens like influenza and HIV. Evolutionary 49 forces can also feed back to drive ecological dynamics (Bull et al. 2006 ). One of the key 50 ecological forces influencing evolutionary dynamics is competition, both within and between 51 species. In the case of pathogens or predators, competition for hosts can be intense and 52 evolutionary strategies can be diverse. Viruses, for example, can compete on several levels, 53
including within-cell competition for host resources and progeny production and between-cell 54 races to infect new cells. The arsenal of tricks at the disposal of a virus for succeeding in such 55 competitions determines in part the possible directions that evolution can take. 56
Many previous models of competition assumed that populations are well mixed (Hochberg 57 et al. 1990 ). However, most populations occur in a spatially structured environment and have 58 limited dispersal abilities. Well-mixed populations may therefore be the exception, rather than 59 the rule. Competition in spatially structured settings may have substantially different sets of 60 rules and opportunities than those which occur in well-mixed populations. Potentially, this can 61 lead to differences in evolutionary dynamics and in the resulting competitive outcomes. 62
Here we present an integrated approach to study the joint effects of spatial and temporal 63 structure on competition involving organisms for which ecological and evolutionary dynamics 64 occur on similar time scales. Our strategy is to combine an experimental virus-host model 65 system with mathematical modeling to explore factors that influence the competitive outcomes 66 between competing viruses. By spatial structure, we mean the spatially explicit interactions 67 that occur in the community and not some underlying heterogeneity of the environment itself. 68
Our experimental system involves two bacteriophages (phages) and a single bacterial host, 69 growing on nutrient-rich agar plates. Phages are viruses that infect bacteria. Phage-bacteria 70 populations form excellent laboratory systems for investigating evolutionary and ecological 71 questions about host-pathogen and predator-prey systems (Levin et al. 1977 ; Bohannan & 72 Lenski 1997; Abedon 2006) . Such studies are facilitated by the rapid generation times of 73 bacteria and phages. Key components of the phage life cycle are attachment, which occurs 74 when free phage particles bind to the host bacterium; infection, which involves the injection of 75 the phage genome into the cell; progeny production, leading to the creation and assembly of 76 many progeny phage in each infected cell; and lysis, or bursting of the cell, and the attendant 77 release of phage progeny into the environment. The rates at which these events occur depend 78 on both phage and bacteria, and are prone to rapid evolution. Typically, in laboratory systems, 79 cells that are resistant to a given phage arise and rapidly replace the host population. This is 80 sometimes followed by mutations in the phage that permit infection of the mutant cells. In our 81 experiments, we periodically killed resistant cells and transferred a sample of the phage 82 population to plates that contained fresh host cells and nutrients to prevent an arms race 83 between host cells and phage. We began our experiments with an initial configuration in 84 which each competing strain of phage covered half of a Petri dish so that there was one "line" 85 of competition down the center of the plate. This can be thought of as mimicking the type of 86 competition that begins when two infective waves collide. Indeed, localized infections by 87 phage in a "lawn" of bacteria lead to radially expanding clearings (plaques) in the lawn as the 88 phage kill bacteria and spread (Abedon 2006) . This is much like the radial expansion of an 89 epidemic that begins with a localized outbreak (Wei and Krone 2006) . 90
The mathematical model we employ is known as an interacting particle system, also 91 known as a stochastic cellular automaton, and combines discrete spatial structure and 92 stochastic dynamics down to the level of individual bacterial cells. The goal of the model is to 93 capture essential features of the experimental system to the extent that we can (a) make 94 predictions about how such host-pathogen systems will behave in spatially structured 95 environments, (b) explain the mechanisms underlying the observed behavior in the 96 experiments, and (c) propose testable hypotheses for further empirical work. Interacting 97 particle systems and related spatial models have been applied widely to various biological 98 systems (Durrett and Levin 1994a; Levin 1994b, 1998 can consult these references for more details on such models and for further references. 102
Traditional models based on mass-action differential equations predict that indefinite 103 coexistence among species competing for the same resource is impossible in most well-mixed 104 environments unless there is some sort of resource partitioning or a trade-off that leads to 105 frequency dependence (Anderson and May 1991) . The afore-mentioned lack of coexistence is 106 often referred to as the "competitive exclusion principle" (Hardin 1960 and α3 (GenBank DQ085810) were grown on Escherichia coli C. Assays for presence or 119 absence of phage strains were performed on Salmonella typhimurium LT2 strain IJ750, which 120 is susceptible to φX174 but resistant to α3, and E. coli B ATCC #11303, which is susceptible 121 to α3 but resistant to φX174. E. coli C and S. typhimurium LT2 are further described in Bull et 122 al. (1997) . 123 φX174-resistant E. coli C were isolated by plating E. coli C using enough φX174 to 124 result in near-total lysis of the plate. Plates were incubated overnight, resulting in cleared plates 125 with phage-resistant bacterial colonies. Strains derived from 13 colonies were tested for 126 resistance to φX174 and α3; all 13 were resistant to φX174 and two were also resistant to α3. 127 disrupted at each passage (hereafter referred to as "mixed"), and (3) evolution in a structured 134 environment with ~4000 φX174-resistant/α3-sensitive E. coli C cells added at the beginning of 135 each incubation cycle (hereafter referred to as "resistant host"). 136
The following methods were used in all treatments, except where otherwise noted. To 137 initiate an experiment, E. coli C hosts were added to 4 ml top agar, vortexed, and spread on a 138 Petri dish. Phage were then inoculated onto non-overlapping halves of this plate ( Fig. 1A) ; in 139 subsequent passages the phage were transferred such that the spatial arrangement was 140 preserved except as noted below. In all experiments, bacteriophage φX174 was competed 141 against bacteriophage α3 on bacterial host E. coli C. Each experiment involved two time 142 treatments consisting of a 5 or an 18 hr incubation period (hereafter referred to as "short" and 143 "long" incubations, respectively). Each experiment consisted of 15 incubation periods and was 144 replicated in triplicate. All experiments were performed in LB agar plates with 2mM CaCl 2 . 145 Plate assays were performed using 4× 10 7 host cells in LB top agar with 2mM CaCl 2 . 146 147 Experiment 1 -Structured environment: For the initial passage (one complete incubation), 148 phages derived from a fresh plaque were aliquotted into 48 wells of a standard microtiter plate, 149 and wells were sealed with LB agar to prevent contamination between wells. A Boekel multi-150 pronged replicator (Fisher Scientific) was used to transfer phage in a 6× 8 point grid from the 151 microtiter plate onto a 100 mm square Petri dish freshly plated with 4× 10 7 E. coli C in LB top 152 agar with 2mM CaCl 2 . Prongs on the replicator were spaced 10 mm apart and had a footprint 153 of 1.5 mm× 1.5 mm square. One half of each Petri dish (6× 4 prong area of the grid) contained 154 the phage φX174 and the other half contained α3. Three short-incubation and three long-155 incubation replicates were established from the same initial microtiter plate. Plates were 156 incubated for 5 or 18 hr at 37°C. After incubation, the remaining bacterial cells were killed by 157 placing the plate over chloroform-saturated blotting paper (Schleicher & Schuell, Keene NH) 158 for 45 min to prevent transfer of resistant cells to the next plate. (An independent time-course 159 experiment determined that a 45-minute exposure was sufficient to kill the remaining hosts. 160
Unless resistant cells are killed at each passage, their outgrowth will interfere with assays to 161 determine the distribution of each phage type as described below.) For the second and 162 subsequent passages, a fine-prong replicate picker was used to transfer a 16× 20 point grid of 163 phage to a fresh plate of E. coli C, as describe above (Fig. 1A) . These prongs were spaced 3.5 164 mm apart and had a 2 mm diameter circular footprint. Each passage consisted of 165 chloroforming, transfer of a 16× 20 grid of phage onto a plate of naïve hosts, and incubation. 166
Transfers contained enough phage to clear the plates. 167
The spatial distribution of φX174 and α3 was assayed after each passage by repeating 168 the transfer onto an assay host and incubating for 5 hr (Fig. 1B ). Assays to detect φX174 were 169 performed on a plate containing 4× 10 7 S. typhimurium in LB top agar with 2mM CaCl 2 ; assays 170 to detect α3 were performed on 4× 10 7 E. coli B in LB top agar with 2mM CaCl 2 . The 171 distribution of a phage was determined by scoring the area covered by the plaque around each 172 prong of the replicate picker 1 or 0 for the presence or absence of phage growth; each prong 173 corresponds to a spatial data point. We will refer to this as "genotyping." One limitation of 174 the method was that the transferred phage could spread to adjacent prongs during the assay 175 incubation, potentially resulting in a slightly enlarged "occupancy" region for each phage 176 during genotyping. A second limitation was that growth of φX174 on S. typhimurium was 177 more robust than growth of α3 on E. coli B, so this spreading may have occurred more with 178 φX174 than α3. Thus, scoring on the assay hosts is a rough approximation of the area covered 179 by each strain. Despite limitations, this assay clearly demonstrates the advance or retreat of 180 phage types relative to each other on the experimental host. 181 182 Experiment 2 -Mixed environment: The experiment and assays in the mixed environment 183 were performed in the same manner as in the structured environment, except that the spatial 184 structure was disrupted by mixing at each transfer. The initial plate was set up in the same 185 manner as for the structured environment (above), except that the phage were combined in 186 equal proportions and added to each of the microplate wells. After incubation, the relative 187 areas covered by φX174 and α3 were determined by the genotyping method described in the 188 structured experiments above. After this step, the phage were mixed in the following manner: 189 the top agar from each plate (containing phage and remaining host cells) was scraped into 5 ml 190 LB with 1 ml chloroform, vortexed thoroughly for ~1 min and then centrifuged at 3000 × g to 191 separate. Following the first incubation, an aliquot of the supernatant containing about 10 5 192 phage was added to 4× 10 7 E. coli C and 4 ml top agar and plated to begin the next generation. 193
The number of phage to be transferred was determined by estimating the total number of phage 194 transferred with the replicate picker following the first incubation cycle. The volume of 195 supernatant containing that number of phage was determined. This transfer volume was then 196 kept constant throughout the remainder of the transfers to allow for a consistent proportion of 197 the total phage population (rather than a fixed number of phage) to be transferred. experiments were carried out as described for the structured environment except that ~4000 E. 201 coli C resistant to φX174 but susceptible to α3 were added in addition to 4× 10 7 susceptible E. 202 coli C at the start of each incubation. As before, this provided bacteria hosts with cells of each 203 type uniformly distributed. The number of resistant host cells used in the experiment was 204 determined by adding 10 5 φX174 phage to 4× 10 7 E. coli C and taking an average (N = 5) of 205 the number of resistant cells that grew on a Petri dish (81 cm 2 ) after 5 hr. 206
207
Parameter estimation: Mathematical models require input of biological parameters. For 208 the interacting particle system model, estimates of the rates used to characterize attachment 209 time and latent period, as well as the burst range, were estimated using empirical 210 measurements for the two phage strains. Parameter estimation is further discussed in the 211
Results section. The baseline mutation rate for E. coli C was taken from the literature and then 212 increased slightly to account for the fact that, unlike in the simulations, bacteria do not form 213 monolayers; in a thick colony, the "effective mutation rate" at a given location is higher than 214 the per cell rate (Taylor 1963 ). This type of adjustment is necessary when using 2-dimensional 215 models for populations with some 3-dimensional structure (cf. Krone et al. 2007 ). Attachment 216 and latent period parameters were estimated in liquid environments due to the experimental 217 difficulties of estimating these parameters on Petri dishes. We estimated attachment time as 218 the amount of time from infection of the culture with free phage to attachment of the phage to 219 host cells. We estimated latent period as the time between attachment and lysis of the host cell 220 releasing viable phage progeny. We estimated a proxy for burst range, the area occupied by 221 progeny phage particles following lysis of a single infected host cell, using the spread of the 222 advancing infective wave front. The methodologies are given below. 223 Attachment time was estimated by adding 5× 10 5 phage to 10 ml LB broth with 10 9 E. 224 coli C in exponential growth phase and incubated in a water bath shaking at 200 RPM at 37˚C 225 for 30 min. Samples were taken starting at 1 min and continuing at 2 min intervals. A 10 µl 226 aliquot of the sample was plated immediately onto LB plates with 10 7 E. coli C in LB top agar 227 and incubated overnight at 37°C to estimate the total number of phage present. The remainder 228 of the sample from each time point was placed in a microcentrifuge at full speed for 2 min to 229 pellet cells (with adsorbed phage). A 10 µl aliquot of the supernatant was plated in the same 230 manner with fresh E. coli C and incubated overnight to estimate the total free phage in the 231 sample. The number of attached phage was calculated as the difference between the initial 232 number of phage and number of unattached phage (P total -P unattached = P attached ), and the time to 233 attachment was indicated by the initial increase in the number of attached phage. 234 Latent period was estimated by suspending a fresh plaque (~10 6 phage) in 1 ml LB 235 broth with 10 8 E. coli C. Phage and host cells were incubated for 1 hr at 14°C to allow 236 attachment but not phage injection, and then centrifuged at 13,000 × g for 5 min at 4°C. The 237 resulting pellet, which included approximately 10 5 adsorbed phage, was immediately 238 suspended in 1 ml LB, added to a flask containing 9 ml LB pre-warmed to 37°C, and incubated 239 in a water bath shaking at 200 RPM at 37°C for 30 min. Samples were taken at 1 min intervals 240 starting 6 minutes after inoculation, plated onto LB plates with top agar and 10 7 E. coli C and 241 incubated overnight at 37°C. We used the time to first increase in phage titer as the latent 242 period. 243
After attachment time and latent period estimates were put in as model parameters, the 244 burst range (the radius of the circle surrounding a host cell in which phage progeny spread after 245 cell lysis) was set to provide a fit to the observed wave speed of the spreading plaque. Because 246 burst range of individual cells cannot be measured directly, we resorted to an indirect 247 measurement. We chose burst ranges for the simulations to reflect the radial rates of plaque 248 expansion for φX174 and α3. For the spatial model, burst range is more relevant than burst 249 size; it is influenced by burst size, attachment rates, diffusivity, etc. 250
To synchronize simulations with experiments, we assumed a doubling time for E. coli C of 251 20 min, which corresponds to 7.2× 10 7 simulation steps. Using this as a reference, we 252 calculated the number of simulation steps that correspond to the short-and long-incubation 253 periods as 9 10 08 . 1 × and 9 10 32 . 4 × steps, respectively. The relative number of steps between 254 the short-and long-incubation simulations (4.32/1.08 = 4) is slightly higher than the relative 255 time in the actual incubations (18/5 = 3.6) to allow for the fact that there is a short lag phase 256 between initial plating and the start of cell replication. 257
258
Mathematical model and computer simulations 259 260
Our simulations take place on a 600× 600 square lattice of sites. In our model, each site 261 can be vacant, occupied by one of two uninfected bacterial host types, or occupied by an 262 infected host cell. The site can also be occupied by free bacteriophage φX174, α3, or both. 263
The host types considered are either the wild-type strain, which is susceptible to both φX174 264 and α3, or the resistant mutant strain, which is resistant to the dominant phage φX174 but 265 susceptible to α3. A susceptible cell at a site containing a free phage particle will become 266 infected at a rate that depends on the phage type and the probability of infection for a given 267 period of time. We use the term attachment time to refer to the time period that begins with the 268 first co-location of phage and host cell at a site and ends when the phage attaches to the cell. 269
We assume that attachment is irreversible and ignore the difference between attachment and 270 infection, using these terms interchangeably. If both phage types occupy the site, we only 271 allow one phage to attach and infect a cell, with the winner determined by the timing of the 272 arrivals of the phage particles and the time it takes each to attach. This is a simplification in 273 the model since co-infection is probably common in this system. 274
If a site contains an infected cell, the cell will lyse and release phage progeny onto that site 275 and neighboring sites after a time that we refer to as the latent period-defined here as the 276 Transfer was simulated using an 8× 8 grid of sampling "prongs," with each prong 290 consisting of a 5× 5 square of neighboring sites, and 65 sites between sampling prongs. The 291 ratio of host cells/phage was about 100:1 at the beginning of each incubation period for all 292 experiments and simulations. Mixed transfer in simulations was carried out by taking 1% of all 293 phage particles at the end of each incubation period and uniformly distributing them onto a 294 new lattice space with host cells for the next incubation. The spatial scale in the simulations 295 corresponds to ~ 1 µm per site. We performed three replicates of each simulation. 296 A precise description of the interacting particle system model requires a listing of the 297 possible states for each given site, plus rules for when and how sites change their states. Since 298 this is a continuous-time (i.e., asynchronously updated) stochastic model, the time until a site 299 changes its state is determined by various rates. These rates typically depend on the 300 configuration of states at nearby sites. Each such rate determines a random "waiting time" (the 301 time it takes for the site to change state) that is mathematically described by an exponential 302 random variable with mean given by the inverse of the corresponding rate. See Appendix A for 303 further details on how rates are specified in the mathematical model. The outcomes of our initial experiments (Experiment 1 and Experiment 2) can be 311 summarized as follows: φX174 appeared to be the "dominant phage" in all experiments. 312 φX174 plaques spread faster than those of α3 and tended to drive α3 to extinction or very low 313 frequencies under most conditions (Fig. 2 ). Once φX174 spread across the plate, it either 314 excluded α3 or coexisted with it; α3 was never able to competitively exclude φX174. In the 315 spatially structured experiment, α3 went extinct or was driven to very low densities in the short 316 incubation (5 hr) treatment ( Fig. 2A top and Fig. 3A ). In contrast, in the spatially structured 317 long-incubation (18 hr) treatment, α3 and φX174 coexisted at high densities through the 318 termination of the experiment ( Fig. 2B top and Fig. 3C ). In the mixed-transfer experiments, α3 319 went extinct in the short-incubation treatment at around the 8 th cycle ( Fig. 2C top and Fig. 4A ). 320
In the mixed-transfer long-incubation treatment, α3 population densities fluctuated 321 dramatically, and were still persisting by the end of the experiment ( Fig. 2D top and Fig. 4C) , 322 though at much lower densities than in the structured long-incubation experiments. Thus, there 323 were differences in phage spread and persistence due to both the extent to which spatial 324 structure was maintained or disrupted, and the length of incubation. These differences were 325 explored by simulations of the mathematical model and in additional experiments described 326 below. 327 328 Parameter estimation 329 330 Table 1 lists the measured estimates of parameter values from actual experiments, and 331 Table 2 lists the parameter values used in our simulations. We assume that the values for 332 attachment time and latent period are the same on the Petri dishes (in which the experiments 333 took place and on which we model the computer simulations) and in the liquid environments, 334 in which they were measured. 335
The empirical estimates of attachment time were slightly longer and more variable for α3 336 than for φX174. The attachment times for α3 were measured to have a range of 3 to 7 min. To 337 account for this variability, we modeled α3 attachment time as a random variable with values 338 3, 5, and 7 min, all equally likely (Table 2A ). The attachment times for φX174 averaged 3 339 min, with no measured variation (Table 1) . We thus modeled φX174 attachment time as the 340 constant 3. 341
The empirical estimates of latent period are also slightly longer and more variable for α3 342 than for φX174. The latent period for α3 had a range of 12 to 17 min, so we modeled it as a 343 random variable with values of 12, 15 and 17 min, all equally likely. We only performed two 344 measurements for latent period for φX174. Both measurements fell between 13 and 14 min 345 (Table 1) , and agreed with previous measurements performed in the lab. We modeled φX174 346 latent period as a random variable with values of 13 and 14 min, both equally likely. 347
The variation in latent period is likely due in part to cells being at different stages in their 348 life cycle when exposed to phage. Because of similarities in genome structure, the same may be true of α3. Of course, even if this 352 is the case, differences between φX174 and α3 latent periods may still exist if these phages 353 have different effects on cell growth. We use a slightly shorter "generation time" (attachment 354 time + latent period) for the phage than for the host cells in the simulations. This accounts for 355 the likely variability of "ages" of host cells that are within the burst range of a newly lysed 356 cell; e.g., a cell that is infected at the beginning of its generation time (just after cell division) 357 will take longer to lyse than a cell that is infected one minute into its generation time. 358
The empirical estimates of burst range were about 1.2 times larger for φX174 than for α3 359 (Table 1 ). The fact that φX174 has a larger burst range is consistent with liquid measurements 360
indicating that φX174 has a larger average burst size (number of progeny) than α3 (data not 361 shown). φX174 is clearly the dominant competitor. Differences in phage generation time and burst 385 range appear to be critical to the dominance of φX174. In fact, if we constrain either of these 386 parameters to be equal between the two phages in the simulations, then the dominant phage is 387 completely determined by the other parameter. In other words, the phage with the larger burst 388 range drives the other phage to extinction in the simulations for which the phage generation 389 times are the same. Similarly, the phage with the shorter generation time drives the other 390 phage to extinction in the simulations where we hold the burst range to be equal between the 391 phage (data not shown). Since φX174 has a shorter generation time and, probably, a larger 392 burst range than α3, it is not surprising that it is the dominant phage. and 3D). We hypothesized that the coexistence of the two phages, despite the dominance of 399 φX174, was due to the appearance and subsequent population expansion of φX174-400 resistant/α3-sensitive host cell clusters. In fact, in simulations without resistant cells, α3 went 401 extinct in the long-incubation as well as the short-incubation experiments (data not shown). In 402 separate experiments, we also counted numbers of φX174-resistant host cells that arose during 403 a single incubation cycle initiated with 10 5 φX174 and 4× 10 7 E. coli C mixed on a plate. We 404 found 6.3× 10 4 resistant cells on 5 hr plates and 3.9× 10 8 on 18 hr plates; testing a small sample 405 of these φX174-resistant cells indicated that about 85% were susceptible to α3. 406
To illustrate how the difference in incubation times affects the spread of resistant cells, 407 consider cells that double every 30 min, neglecting crowding, nutrient depletion, etc. A 408 resistant cell that arises at the beginning of a 5 hr incubation cycle will result in 10 2 1024 = 409 cells at the end of the cycle, whereas 18 hr of incubation will result in 36 10 2 6.9 10 ≈ × cells; this 410 is 7 6.7 10 × times the number of cells for 5 hr incubation. Otherwise put, if each round of 411 replication leads to an increase in the radius of the colony, we expect the radius of such a 412 resistant colony to be 3.6 times larger in the 18 hr incubation than in the 5 hr incubation, 413 resulting in an area that is approximately 13 times larger. In addition, during the 18 hr 414 incubation, there will be more resistant cell colonies that spontaneously arise through new 415 mutations. 416
The role of resistant cells is also consistent with the observed oscillations in α3 frequency 417
in the experiments (see Discussion). (Here and below, the "frequency" of a given phage refers 418 to the fraction of sampled picker sites that contained that phage. Note that since a prong can 419 contact many phage, it is possible for the frequencies of both phages to be one. Also, since the 420 number of each type sampled by the prongs may differ, the frequency refers to the number of 421 sites occupied and not the absolute frequency of phage types.) The simulations produced 422 similar results, although the oscillations in α3 frequencies were not as pronounced as in the 423 experiments ( Figs. 3 and 4 ). We hypothesize that this is due in part to the difference in the 424 sample area transferred between the experiments and simulations. In fact, when we used larger 425 sampling "prongs" the oscillations in α3 frequencies in the simulations became more 426 pronounced (Fig. 7) . 427
While it quite labor intensive to extend the number of experimental passages, the 428 simulations can be extended quite easily. To check whether the apparent persistence of α3 in 429 the simulations was real or if α3 simply experienced a slower rate of extinction than in the 430 short-incubation simulations, we also ran the long-incubation simulations for 200 transfers. In 431 all three replicates (data not shown), the pattern was very stable with α3 easily persisting the 432 entire time and having frequencies between 0.6 and 0.85. We also performed "invasion-when-433 rare" simulations (data not shown) to see if an equilibrium population of φX174 and bacteria 434 could be invaded by α3 starting at low density. The simulations began with φX174 spreading 435 to its equilibrium density across the entire lattice. A sample of the φX174 was then transferred 436 with the sampling prongs to fresh host cells, as in the previous simulations. To this was added 437 108 randomly located α3, and then incubation and transfer were carried out as before. In the 438 short-incubation simulations, α3 failed to invade and quickly died out. In the long-incubation 439 simulations, however, α3 quickly increased in density and then leveled off to the same 440 equilibrium behavior observed in the other long-incubation simulations. 441
442
Mixed transfer and short incubation times: With short incubation times, the mixed-transfer 443 experiments resulted in the rapid extinction of α3 and spread of φX174 over the entire plate in 444
both the experiments and simulations (Figs. 2C, 4A and 4B). Note that the short incubation 445 times preclude any substantial growth of φX174-resistant cells, similar to the short-incubation 446 structured-transfer experiments and simulations discussed above. Interestingly, in the 447 experimental treatment but not in the simulations, there was a dramatic resurgence in α3 448 frequencies at roughly the same time in all three replicates. This observation was confirmed in 449 an independent set of replicate experiments (data not shown) and may be due to phage 450 evolution, which was not included in the mathematical model. 451
In the three long-incubation replicates, phenotypic changes in plaque morphology were 452 evident on the phage typing plates in a subset of the persisting α3. This morphological variant 453 was observed by passage 8 in the long-incubation structured-transfer replicates and by passage 454 3 in the long-incubation mixed-transfer replicates. We confirmed that evolution had occurred 455 in these morphologically distinct types by sequence analysis of one such phage from each of 456 the three long-incubation, structured replicates. The genetic basis and adaptive consequences 457 of this evolution are being pursued as part of a separate study. Here we explore how much of 458 the population dynamics can be explained by accounting for spatial structure and host 459 mutation, while ignoring phage evolution. That phage evolution would have a more immediate 460 effect in mixed transfers is probably explained by the fact that α3 mutants arising and 461 multiplying in one incubation cycle would be dispersed throughout the plate in the next cycle 462 and thus their ability to compete with φX174 seen everywhere. It is not clear why the 463 resurgence in α3 is only temporary in these mixed transfer experiments-perhaps an arms race 464 with φX174 ensued. Evidence that the α3 mutants were not the primary determining factor for 465 coexistence in the unmixed transfers comes from the fact that the mathematical model without 466 mutant phage does an excellent job of capturing the dynamics in both short and long 467 incubations. In addition, unless the phage mutation rate is incredibly high, there will be only 468 small localized clusters of mutant α3 in early (unmixed) generations, and so these would seem 469 not to account for the fairly rapid spread of α3. at significantly lower levels than in the structured-transfer long-incubation experiments and 474 simulations. There were large oscillations in the frequency of α3. These oscillations were not 475 reflected in the simulations, again, presumably because they were a result of phage evolution. 476
We hypothesize that the low densities of α3 relative to φX174 in the mixed experiments 477 (as compared to the structured-transfer long-incubation experiments) are due to disruption of 478 the spatial structure of the system. In the mixed-transfer experiments, the phage are well mixed 479 and then redistributed at each transfer. After mixing, α3 is likely to be at low but uniform 480 densities across the entire plate (rather than in the "clumped" distribution of the structured 481 plates). In this case, α3 is closer to any particular point on the plate, and so is able to infect and 482 lyse φX174-resistant cells before they have much time to replicate. This prevents high 483 densities of φX174-resistant host cells from building up, and thus limits the host resource for 484 α3, effectively limiting population growth for α3. Nevertheless, the φX174-resistant host cells 485 are likely to be important for the long-term persistence of α3 even in the mixed transfer case. In simulations, resistant cells were able to form "percolating clusters" in long-incubation, 536 structured-transfer treatments, thus providing a spatial refuge for α3 in otherwise φX174-537 dominated territory. This effect is even more striking if one runs the simulations for various 538 values of incubation time. There seems to be a critical value for incubation time; for incubation 539 times below this value, α3 goes extinct; for incubation times above this value, α3 persists (see 540 Fig. 6 ). Simulations that allowed for the appearance of mutant cells that are α3-541 resistant/φX174-sensitive, in addition to the usual φX174-resistant/α3-sensitive cells, did not 542 have a significant impact on the outcomes. This was not surprising since the new mutants 543 would only benefit φX174, which already dominated the spatial landscape. Changing the 544 model to include only α3-resistant/φX174-sensitive mutant cells, or to include no mutant cells 545 at all, always led to extinction of α3, even in long-incubation simulations. In an effort to keep the model relatively simple and simulation times reasonable, certain 556
properties of the phage/bacteria experimental system were not addressed. For example, plate 557 cultures allow for three-dimensional growth of cells and phage while our mathematical model 558 is based on a flat two-dimensional lattice. This means, for example, that cell growth cannot 559 proceed past the point at which the lattice fills up, and this happens much more quickly than 560 stationary phase is reached on agar. We have accounted for some of this effect by assuming 561 that cells remain susceptible even after growth has stopped. A full three-dimensional model 562 would require a drastic increase in simulation time. 563
Despite the fact that our 600× 600 lattice is considerably larger than most interacting 564 particle system simulations in the literature to date, the spatial scale for simulations is still 565 smaller than for experiments. Assuming cell sizes of 1-2 µm and intercellular distances of 1-10 566 µm, our 600× 600 lattice translates to a square region of just a few mm per side. The area of the 567 Petri plates, on the other hand, is 9 cm per side. Another discrepancy between the simulations 568 and the experiments is in the transferred samples. In the experiments, the picker prongs were 569 about 1 mm across and about 3 mm apart. In the model, we chose to keep the sample area 570
proportional to the size of the plate rather than proportional to the cell size. (In the 571 experiments, the prong to plate ratio = 1 mm/ 90 mm ≈ 0.01; in the mathematical model, the 572 sample to grid area = 5 sites / 600 sites ≈ 0.01). Thus, in the simulations, the transferred 573 samples used a much finer scale for prong size and between-prong distance than in the 574 experimental system. 575
All of this reinforces the point that one should not think of the mathematical model as an 576 exact replica of the experimental system. The model seeks to incorporate essential features of 577 the real system in an effort to understand the mechanisms that determine important outcomes. 578
The difference of scale, together with the simplifying assumptions of the model and the fact 579 that certain experimental parameters are difficult to measure, means that the findings of the 580 mathematical model should be considered more qualitative than quantitative. The goal is not to 581 perfectly capture the dynamics of competition between φX174 and α3 on a given bacterial host 582 and in a specific experimental system, but rather to discover mechanisms that are robust 583 enough to play significant roles in competitions between a variety of viruses, or even more 584 general classes of competitors. 585
Despite the afore-mentioned limitations, our model captures stochastic and individual 586 detail at a microscopic level that differential equation models can only treat in bulk averages. 587
For example, the simulations allowed us to test hypotheses about life history parameters in 588 determining phage dominance. In addition, we were able to test the hypothesis that 589 coexistence was due to the spread of mutant host cells resistant to the dominant phage, and 590 allowed us to see how such a mechanism could work in great detail . Unlike the experiments,  591 where observing what is present and inferring mechanisms is fraught with difficulty, the 592 simulations can be observed with absolute clarity, broad ranges of parameters which would be 593 impossible to explore in most experimental situations can be tested, and mechanisms can be 594 controlled and manipulated. 595
596
Exploring experimental features not captured by the simulations 597 598 Although the simulations captured many features of the experimental data, this required 599 ongoing input from the experimental system. For example, early simulations suggested that 600 φX174 would out-compete α3 under our experimental conditions. The observation in the 601 experimental system that the length of incubation affected the outcome of competition led to 602 the hypothesis that host evolution could explain the difference between long and short 603 incubation times. Demonstration that most φX174-resistant phage were α3-sensitive supported 604 this hypothesis. This is a case where the experiments informed the simulations; including the 605 evolution of host resistance in the simulations led to a more accurate tracking of experimental 606 results. But while this hypothesis could be tested experimentally by the addition of resistant 607 hosts to the structured competitions, it could be more completely explored in the mathematical 608 model. Simulations of the effects of increasing incubation time on α3 persistence suggested a 609 transition between α3 loss and persistence (Fig. 6 ); as incubation time increased, the extinction 610 time of α3 increased and eventually extinction was averted. This result could now be explored 611 experimentally. 612
Another feature of the experiments not captured by the simulations was the large 613 oscillations in the frequencies of α3. These oscillations were more pronounced in long-term 614 than in short-term incubations, and were especially pronounced in the mixed transfers. We 615 consider three factors which might explain these oscillations: methods of genotyping, host 616 evolution, or phage evolution. Of course, these explanations are not mutually exclusive. Other 617 possibilities include density-dependent phage or host behaviors which were not modeled in this 618 study. 619 620 Genotyping effects on phage oscillations: In the experiments, genotyping was carried out by 621 replica plating phage on assay hosts with the multi-prong picker and scoring how many prongs 622 showed growth on each such host. The assay assessed the presence or absence of phage at 623 each site but did not measure the number of phage. Also, observations on the assay host 624 required time for host and phage growth, and during that time phage were able to spread to 625 areas inoculated by adjacent prongs on the picker. Unless the strain covered the entire plate, 626 this resulted in an overestimate of the area occupied by each type. In simulations, we can view 627 the spatial distribution of phages with complete clarity immediately after each passage, and 628 thus there is no corresponding overestimate of phage distribution. In the simulations, we can 629 also sample the phage as with a picker, and even vary the area covered by a prong and the 630 distance between prongs. Thus, we have three measures of phage density: the experimental 631 method of "genotyping," and two simulation methods -"exact counting," which is the actual 632 frequency of phage on the plate after each passage, and "picker counting," which mimics 633 genotyping. In picker counting each prong is scored as a 1 or 0 for the presence or absence of 634 each phage strain, but the transfer to the next passage maintains the actual count and 635 configuration of phage. 636
Comparing these types of sampling in simulations showed that picker counting had the 637 effect of accentuating the natural oscillations of phage frequencies due to a sampling effect 638 Another effect of picker counting was a kind of "genotyping bloat" in which the spatial 645 coexistence region appears enlarged because the large phage sample on each prong can lead to 646 a classification of coexistence even if one phage type greatly outnumbers the other; smaller 647 picker prongs lead to smaller coexistence zones (Fig. 7) . This effect is even more pronounced 648 with genotyping in the experimental system since phage grow out from each prong. We were 649 able to capture this effect in simulations and thus increase the width of the coexistence regions 650 by allowing for extra spread during picker counting (data not shown). The effects of prong size 651 and distribution on oscillations observed in global densities and on genotyping bloat are 652 examples of experimental artifacts that can be readily explored with appropriate simulation 653 models. Nevertheless, α3 oscillations were more pronounced in the experimental data than in 654 the simulations, and more pronounced with mixed than structured transfer, suggesting that 655 some factor not included in the simulations contributes to these oscillations. 656 657 Host evolution effects on phage oscillations: The role of resistant cells is also consistent with 658 the observed oscillations in α3 frequency in the experiments. When α3 frequencies are low, the 659 maintenance of spatial structure at transfer means that there will be large contiguous regions of 660 the plate containing no α3 at the start of the next incubation period. φX174-resistant/ α3-661 sensitive cells appearing in these regions are safe from α3 infection (and thus early death) 662 during the early stages of the incubation and can reproduce, forming large population clusters. 663
If, later in the incubation period, α3 comes into contact with a cluster of φX174-resistant cells -664 for example, if such a cell cluster grows into an area already occupied by α3 -the α3 will be 665 able to spread throughout this large population of α3-sensitive host cells. Of course, these 666 regions likely also contain φX174 from transfers and replication in sensitive E. coli C, resulting 667 in an area of coexistence. In subsequent transfers the presence of α3 in these areas will 668 suppress the expansion of the φX174-resistant/ α3-sensitive clusters, and φX174 will out-669 compete α3 in sensitive E. coli C, resulting in oscillations of α3 frequency. This process will 670 be most pronounced in long-incubation structured-transfer experiments where resistant cells 671 have more opportunity to replicate. Thus, the combination of spatial structure and long 672 incubation time provides a spatial refuge for the weak competitor, allowing coexistence and 673 contributing to oscillations in α3 frequency. In fact, α3 oscillations were more pronounced in 674 long-incubation experiments. 675 676 Phage evolution effects on phage oscillations: In this experimental system, not only the hosts 677 are subject to rapid evolution; the phage also evolve in response to the novel host environment, 678
including competition within and between strains. In fact, one expects phage evolution to be 679 more pronounced than host evolution because the resistant hosts are killed at the end of each 680 passage and replaced with naïve hosts. The phage, on the other hand, can continue to evolve 681 throughout the experiment. In fact, α3 evolution was evident on the genotyping plates by 682 changes in plaque morphology in some areas on all structured replicates. (The evolution of α3 683 was confirmed by sequencing but was not pursued for this study.) 684
Phage evolution would be expected to contribute most to oscillations in the mixed-transfer 685 experiments, because any competitive phage variant arising on the plate would be spread more 686 rapidly in the mixed than in the structured transfers. In fact, α3 oscillations are very 687 pronounced in the mixed transfers. The short-incubation mixed-transfer replicates show 688 especially noteworthy oscillations (Fig. 4A ) in that they are synchronous and quite 689 pronounced. The most likely explanation for this pattern is a short arms race between φX174 690 and α3. Initially φX174 dominated, almost pushing α3 to extinction. We speculate that 691 evolution of α3 led to its resurgence, and subsequent evolution of φX174 in response led to 692 defeat and extinction α3. Phage evolution has not yet been incorporated into our mathematical 693 model. 694
695

Future directions 696 697
Our combined experimental/theoretical approach allowed us to explore a possible 698 mechanism for the unexpected coexistence of competing viral pathogens where one was 699 predicted to be a superior competitor under our experimental conditions. The mechanism for 700 coexistence in this system appears to depend upon the evolution of resistance to the dominant 701 competitor by the host species. Additionally, the host resistant to the dominant phage must 702 experience sufficient population growth to support a viable subordinate phage population. 703
These results were supported both experimentally and in the simulations, and suggest that host 704 evolution may play an important role in determining whether competitive exclusion occurs in 705 such spatially structured systems. Future work with this model will focus on the role of phage 706 evolution in the dynamics of competing parasites. Since we permit various combinations of cells and phage at a site, when specifying states 728 we use the convention that a "+" between adjacent cell and phage symbols means that they are 729 at the same site, but the phage has not attached to the cell; a "*" between adjacent cell and 730 phage symbols means that the phage is attached to the cell. Thus, N+φ indicates the presence of 731 N and φ at the same site, but the phage is not (yet) attached, and N*φ indicates that φ has 732 attached to N. Other cell and phage types lead to similar notations, and we also allow for 733 multiple phage types at a site by notation such as N+φ+α or N*α + φ. Addition of phages is an 734 "or" operation in the sense that φ+φ=φ, etc. This just reflects the fact that our model only keeps 735 track of the presence or absence of different phage particles at a site, but does not distinguish 736 between the actual numbers when the phage is present. We use the letter I to denote an 737 infection rate, β to denote a cell reproduction rate, and λ a rate of cell lysis, where in each The figures on left-hand side are for short incubation times and those on the right-hand side are 964 for long incubation times. A and B: picker counting with larger prong size (10× 10 sites) and 965
